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Our red-headed reporter tells of international duties, 
river redÞ ns and his latest elastic arrangement!

Travelling to France with the England
Under 23s team for theWorld
Championship has been the highlight
of an excellent month!We returned
clinching a silver team medal, with
England’s Rory Jones taking the
individual bronze.

The match was held on the River
Velaines, where the slider proved
to be the dominant method. Our
Þrst-day performance saw the team
lying in fourth with 24 penalty points.
However, with an extra-positive
attack on DayTwo, an exceptional 11
points saw us Þnishing an agonising
two points away from gold!

In practice, we learnt loads
about the right depths to Þsh and
groundbait mixes.The key was
to Þsh in water shallow enough
to catch smaller skimmers and
roach, but deep enough for the
bigger bream and mullet that
proved crucial.We found four
metres to be perfect, as long as the
bottom wasn’t sloping away too

steeply. Interestingly, a heavy mix
of groundbait and soil was best –
rather different from the lighter
leam mixes that I’ve experienced on
similar venues in the past.

I Þnished ninth in my 20-peg
section on Day One – a little
disappointing but not a blowout.Two
bream and a mullet, along with a
handful of small skimmers, made up
my 4.27kg catch.

On the second day the river
had risen four inches with the ßow
picking up. Our slider approach
didn’t seem right and I found myself
picking up a Bolo rod to try and
slow down my hook bait.After
switching, my Þrst Þsh was a 2lb
mullet, followed by another three
over the next hour. My 5.9kg was
enough for third in section, and it
was thrilling news to hear that each
team member had done similarly
well. It was a magniÞcent week and
the ultimate learning curve. Next
year I hope we bring a gold home!

ENGLAND DUTY!

SILKY SMOOTH
Several months ago I’d been suffering
problems with light elastics sticking
in my top kits.After chatting to my
friend Cam Hughes, he suggested I
try some Sensas Elastic Centralisers
(A) Þtted into my No2 sections.
I also noticed Nick Speed using a
double-bush system (B), with a small
bush pushed inside a larger one.This
further helps keep thinner elastics
central and lets you use an extra-stiff
kit with light elastic. It also makes
it easy to have all your top kits the
same length for both thick and thin
elastic. Since trying this I’ve had no
problems with sticking elastics!

RIVER REDFINS!
I returned from France looking forward to the Evesham qualiÞers, in
which bloodworm and joker is allowed. Drawing Peg 23 below the
town bridge, I was particularly happy! Giving it the big ’un with 10
cannonballs of groundbait and soil at the start, I enjoyed a lovely day
catching roach and perch on the pole, and felt that I’d learnt quite a
lot. It was important to top up at very regular intervals to keep the
roach in the peg. If you waited for the peg to die before feeding, it
took ages to regroup the Þsh.With an hour to go, things really dried
up, but I tried something that I’ve been itching to do for a long time
– the reball attack!Throwing in balls worked really well in France,
so why wouldn’t it in England? Another Þve ‘jaffas’ saw the Þsh
return in style and I had a great last hour to Þnish second out of 74
anglers with 10lb 4oz. Maybe we’re too negative with our kinky pole
pots over here? Leigh Gardner took the spoils with a masterclass
performance, producing 14lb of roach from Peg 6 – awesome Þshing!
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